Learning (potential) and social functioning in schizophrenia.
Cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia has well-known functional consequences. The ability to learn (learning potential) may be an important mediator. This study examines the relationship between learning and functional status in schizophrenia patients before and after participation in a rehabilitation program. We reasoned that learning is a broad construct, encompassing controlled, effortful as well as automatic (learning by doing) mechanisms, called explicit and implicit learning, respectively. Both types of learning ability are important in daily life. The study included 44 medicated schizophrenia patients and 79 healthy controls. We included measures of implicit and explicit learning as well as measures of the cognitive domains for which significant relationships with functional outcome have been established: immediate and secondary verbal memory, card sorting and vigilance. Learning potential and the patient's 'learner status' were also assessed. The results show that learning, as assessed by measures of explicit and implicit learning and learning potential, was not associated with social functioning or rehabilitation outcome. The highest correlations between cognitive functioning and social functioning were found for more or less 'static' performance measures when they were assessed for a second time with or without instructions on how to do the test. Optimized cognitive performance (i.e. performance after instruction or training) seems to be a better predictor of complex domains of functioning than naive or everyday performance.